Listen to a Sea Chantey

Listen to an original chantey (sea-song) about Guerriere. Follow the lyrics to the chorus below and try to sing along.

GUERRIERE THE TERRIER

Chorus:
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D
C Guerri-ere the ter-ri-er, bark! bark! Does he see a sea-gull, or does he smell a shark?
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Listen to a Sea Chantey

When the bo'-sun shouts, "All hands!" to help to raise a sail, Queer-Eee-reports to him with an eager wagging tail. "Haul a-way!" the bo'-sun shouts, "All hands!" to pull the lines. It's Queer-Eee who bites the end and hauls the rope in time.

Find the other ship. When called to general quarters, the sailors man the guns. Of course, our little Queer-Eee comes up to join the fun. He finds a place all in the stern where he can best observe, as if to supervise the crew at the cannons that they serve.
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DAY, ON DECK HIS BARK WAS HEARD AS HE FACED "ROUND AND "ROUND. BUT

A7

ALL THE SAIL-ORS JUST IG-NORED THIS RE-ET-TA-TING SOUND. AND AS THE CEED BAN BACK AND FORTH, HE'D

A

TRY TO NIP THEIR HEELS. IT'S NEVER NICE TO BE IG-NORED; WE ALL KNOW HOW THAT FEELS.
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FIND THE OTH-ER SHIP. THEN SUDDEN-LY HE JUMPED UP HIGH TO THE CAP RAIL—FOUR FEET TALL.
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A Brave thing for this dog to do because he was so small. He tried to get at-ten-tion from the
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SAIL-ORS RUN-NING BY WHEN, FIN-AL-LY, FROM HIGH A-BOVE A SHOUT: "A SAIL I SPY!"
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LOOK-OUT IN THE Rig-GING HAD SHOUT-ED THE A-LARM, But was it he who saved the ship and
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Kept them all from harm?
Or was it little Guerriere
That roused him from his fog?
He
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Pointed the way and saved the day.
That good and faithful dog.
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